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1 IntrodutionGTSort is a sorting ode based on GSSort, the on{line sorting ode used at Gammas-phere. It shares the look and feel of GSSort as well as a good deal of the soure odes.Just like GSSort, GTSort is primarily meant for on{line sorting, to hek that yourexperiment is working. You may well be able to use GTSort for your o�{line needs aswell, but you will probably have to add spei� features that you need.Early versions of GTSort may not have the full funtionality of GSSort { so that we andevelop the basi GRETINA sorting engine with less omplexity. E.g., GTSort will nothave external detetor proessing in early stage of developments.As GSSort, GTSort is made to be user friendly { at the expense of speedy ode. It isthe goal that you should be able to monitor your data on{line without ever having toompile any ode or even know how write or ompile C++ ode. Being able to sort100% of your data on-line is not part of the design goal.
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Figure 1: Shematis of the GSSort and GTSort on{line sorter. GSSort and GTSortworks the same way with respet to Gammasphere and GRETINA. The data formatsand some details are of ourse di�erent; but the basi ideas are the same.2



The GTSort doumentation and soure odes an be fethed fromhttp://sun0.phy.anl.gov/gretinaFigure 1 shows how the sorting engine (the GTSort program itself) interats with thedisplay program, rootn.exe. From inside rootn.exe you an ommuniate with the sortingengine as well as display your spetra.2 Setting up rootGTSort is using the ROOT system from CERN, however, is is not true to say that we'sort our data in ROOT'. Rather, we sort the data in our own ode (sorting engine) andstore the resulting histograms in the ROOT system format (in a root �le or map �le),so we an use 'root' (or 'rootn.exe' in the ase of map �le) to display our data.To use GTSort you need to obtain and install a version of ROOT from "http://root.ern.h/".When you have installed it, you should be able to start root with 'rootn.exe'. Here isan example of how we usually ompile and install ROOT:d /usr/loal/sr/root_v5.18.00resoure (so there is no hint of old version)mkdir /usr/loal/root_v5.18.00setenv ROOTSYS /usr/loal/root_v5.18.00./onfigure --prefix=/usr/loal/root_v5.18.00 --etdir=/usr/loal/root_v5.18.00/etmake (takes a long time)make installTo get the path right, both for rootn.exe and GTSort, the following setup sripts (usuallyalled 'setuproot') might be useful:#========================================================================#!/bin/sh# setup sript for ROOT for a SUN# selet the proper version of root#setenv ROOTSYS /usr/loal/root_v5.13.02#setenv ROOTSYS /usr/loal/root_v5.16.00setenv ROOTSYS /usr/loal/root_v5.18.00#-------------------------------------------# you should not have to hange anything below3



set path = ( $path $ROOTSYS/bin )setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH {$LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:`root-onfig --libdir`exit#========================================================================#========================================================================#!/bin/bash# setup sript for a LINUX mahine# selet your version of ROOT below#ROOTSYS=/usr/loal/root_v5.13.02#ROOTSYS=/usr/loal/root_v5.16.00ROOTSYS=/usr/loal/root_v5.18.00export ROOTSYS#-------------------------------------------# you should not have to hange anything belowPATH=$PATH:$HOME/bin:$ROOTSYS/binexport PATHLD_LIBRARY_PATH=`root-onfig --libdir`export LD_LIBRARY_PATH#========================================================================ROOTSYS points to the spei� version of ROOT that we will use.It is reommended that you keep a spei� 'setuproot' sript in the diretory you workin sine root and map �les are not always bakward ompatible. I.e., the version of rootthat you used when you worked on your data last should be used again when you omebak later and want to look at your data again.3 Getting the GTSort/GSUtil odes and ompilingthemTo get the GTSort and GSUtil ode, reate a working diretory, d to it and 1mkdir bin srd srwget http://sun0.phy.anl.gov/gretina/gretina.tgz1if you do not have wget, just download gretina.tgz by hand4



tar -zxvf gretina.tgzsoure ../setuprootmake -f MakefileGTSortYou may have to touh up the 'Make�le.Sun' or 'Make�le.Linux' for your partiularmahine (a Make�le.Ma might be available some day). The main Make�leGTSort isgeneri and you should not have to hange anything here. This step reated GTSort inthe ../bin diretory if all went well.To ontrol the optimization, you an set the CCENV environment variable as one ofthesesetenv CCENV -fastsetenv CCENV -gon the suns orexport CCENV=-Oexport CCENV -gon a Linux mahine. On the suns it is very important to ompile with -fast to make theode eÆient.Now you need to generate the GSUtil (whih is shared with GSSort) utility. The proe-dure is simplyrootn.exe.L GSUtil.++.qThat should generate the GSUtil .so sharable objet �le here in your sr dir. On someinstallations, this ompilation is a bit 'noisy', but if it ompiles, you are OK (that goesfor GTSort as well). You should now d bak to your working diretory (d ../).4 UDP reeiver and �rewallsOn the fedora ore Linux mahines, the UDP reeiver in GTSort/GSSort will not workuntil you enable UDP traÆ trough the port we use for sending (traditionally 1101).Here is a terse writeup of what you have to do on a Fedora Core 8 Linux box to makeit work: Selet "System", "Administration", "Firewall", "Other Ports". Then lik on"User De�ned" and add port 1101 with UDP protool. Finally implement the new rulesby liking on "apply".If you still do not reeive UDP datagrams from the GRETINA sender, you may haveanother �rewall that will not let the 1101 port UDP traÆ through.5



5 Starting root for on{line sortingFrom your working diretory, start up rootn.exe 2. One in, start up the GRETINAmenu bar (it should be in your sr dir by now, just opy it up to the working diretory)as.x gtbar.That should bring up a list of buttons that should be useful. You an easily add yourown favourite ommands. Load SGUtil by liking the �rst button (or exeute ".Lsr/GSUtil .so" by hand). One this utility has been loaded, you have the ommandslisted in setion 9 at your disposal. However, before you an start a sort, you need toreate a hat �le, whih is desribed below in the next setion.6 The hatsript �leGTSort will read a hatsript whih desribes what you want to do in the sort 3. Hereis an example of a very simple hatsript:#-------------------------------------------# input (network or disk);input disk /home/tl/d6/gtdata/Co60_10use.r30.datinput net 1101#-------------------------------------------# output to root file or map file;output test.root;rootfileoption RECREATE;rootfileoption UPDATEsharedmem 1.map 200000000# NOTE: use 'sdummyload(200000000)' to find startmapaddressstartmapaddress 0xa08e000#-------------------------------------------# basi sorting parameters2Do not start root - sine 'root' does not know about shared map �les!. you must start rootn.exe.3It also onveniently douments what you are doing { whih omes in handy later on when you aretrying to �gure what you were doing some time ago { espeially when you have external data.6



nevents 2000000000printevents 20hiresdatamult 0.0055egemin 10This example is lose to the gtsort.hat �le that you should have in your sr diretory(you may want to 'p sr/simple.hat' and use it as a starting point). All the ommandsthat are available are doumented in setion 8. Comments are spei�ed by '#' or ';' atthe start of the line.In the hat�le, 'input' spei�es where the data omes from 4. Next, you speify theoutput { whih an either be a root �le or a map �le. A root �le is usually used foro�{line sorts and a map �le for on{line sorts. In the latter ase we an see the data asit ome in, but you have to �nd the startmapaddress as desribed in setion 8.Here we will assume you want to use the map �le, so, aording to the instrutions insetion 8, �rst you need to exeute this ommand in rootn.exesdummyload(200000000)to �nd this address. If the result that omes bak isMemory mapped file: dummy.mapTitle:Option: CREATEMapped Memory region: 0xa08e000 - 0xb7f4b000 (190.74 MB)Current breakval: 0xa095000then speify '0xa08e000' as the address 5. If you have this address wrong, you may seea message likeError in <TMapFile::TMapFile>: mapped file not in mmallo format oralready open in RW mode by another proessUse4We may not implement tape reading sine it is not used muh anymore.5Be aware that this address is sometimes a moving target. It might depends on what is going on onthe mahine and pathes you have installed. 7



sload("1.map")to attah the rootn.exe display session with the map �le you spei�ed in the hat �le.Figure 2 shows an example of a the spetrum you would see by issuing the ommand`d1("ehi017")'7 Running GTSort for o�{line sortingThis is simpler than the map�le sort in setion 5. Comment out the map�le outputoption in the example in setion 5 and enable the root�le option. The root �les aremuh smaller than the map�les (they are automatially ompressed), but you annotlook at the data as it omes in.To start the sort, typebin/GTSort -hat gtsort.hat > gtsort.log
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Figure 2: Example of a 60Co spetrum from `det17' (whih is the digitized output fromdigitizer 1, hannel 7). 8



You may already have this ommand in the gtsort. bar whih you loaded by ".xgtsort.". When done, you load the root �le in rootn.exe by the ommanddload("test.root")You should now be able to display spetra as e.g.,d1("ehi017")d1("hitpat")d2("arrayhit")ettype "ls()" to see what spetra you have.8 List of hatsript ommands (GTSort)Note: some ommands and options are not (yet) implemented in GTSort.� input soure devie|portSpeify where the data is read from. Options for soure is 'tape', 'net' or 'disk'. Iftape is spei�ed you must also speify the tape drive. For the 'net' option you mustspeify the port to listen to (Gammasphere uses port 1101). For 'disk', speify thedisk�le to sort fromexamples:input tape /dev/rmt/1mbninput net 1101input disk /home/expdata/run2.dataNote: on the Solaris mahines, the tape drives are usually named something like:/dev/rmt/1mbn - staker/dev/rmt/0mbn - single side drive/dev/rmt/2mbn - DLT drive (sun1 only)...to make sure, put a tape in and probe it as e.g.,mt -f /dev/rmt/0mbn statusNote: you an use 'GSudpSender' to simulate the Gammasphere senderNote: Use 'tape2disk' to dump data from a tape to disk9



� output �lespeify the root disk output �leexampleoutput data.root� root�leoption sspeify how the root �le (spei�ed with "output �le") should be opened. s an be:RECREATE or UPDATERECREATE: reate a new �le, if the �le already exists it will be overwritten.UPDATE: open an existing root �le and sort more data into it.the default is RECREATEexampleroot�leoption RECREATEreate a new root �le at the beginning of a sortexampleroot�leoption UPDATEread in the ontent of the root �le spei�ed with the 'output' hat sript optionbefore the sort start. I.e start the sort with the urrent ontent of the output root�le.Note: At the moment you annot add to a shared memory �le. Always use'RECREATE' with shared memory �les.� sharedmem s #Use roots shared memory implementation. Seond argument should be the name ofthe shared memory map and the third argument should be the size of the memorymap in bytes.examplesharedmem gs.map 200000000......... note1: You MUST speify a shared memory �le on a loal disk on themahine you are working on. Otherwise you will get extremely poor performane!You should only use shared memory on mahines that have a lot of memory.......... note2: if you make the shared memory map too small you will get an errormessage as:updating empty shared mem �le... Segmentation fault (ore dumped)In that ase, just inrease the size and try again.10



� startmapaddress #Set the start address of the root shared map �le.examplestartmapaddress 0xe2000000note: To �gure out what address to use, follow these steps:rootn.exe.L sr/GSUtil .sosdummyload(200000000)see what start address rootn.exe hose. Set the argument to sdummyload above tothe shared memory size you hose with the 'sharedmem' hatsript option. Thisstart address will in general be di�erent on di�erent mahines.� dumpevery #write all spetra to the map �le every so many minutes. (Note: you an alwaysdump spetra using 'pkill -HUP GSSort' or update() from inside rootn.exe)exampledumpevery 10warning: program may only respond if it has data owing to it.� printevents #number of GammaSphere events to print out in glory details (inluding FERAinterpretation if any). Good for debugging the eletronis... and seeing onditionsand Pseudo event vetor et.exampleprint 200� egemin e0set the minimum energy of germaniums before they are aepted in the sort. Theut is applied to the raw data before Doppler orretions of ompression with theoption "hiresdatamult". Thus, it will inuene the multipliity uts (leanmultlimdirtymultlim totalmultlim). E.g, this option ould be used to ut x-rays.exampleegemin 20� beta #speify the beta=v/ of the reoil residues.examplebeta 0.02650 11



� ehoif set, the program will eho the hatsript instrutions from the point where ehois mentionedexampleeho� nevents #speify the max numbers of events to sortexamplenevents 5000009 GSUtil ommandsThis is a generi listing of ommands in GSUtil. Not all of them the are relevant forGTSort at this point.A number of ommands are available to 'ontrol' the GSSort ot GTSort sorting programfrom inside rootn.exe without having to go into another session window. They aretypially aomplished by signalling GSSort using the unix utility "pkill".Here is a list of the ommands that are available when you load GSUtil (.L GSUtil .so):� startsort("sortengine","hat�le", "log�le");start GSSort (= spei�ed version of GSSort) with hat�le "hat�le". A windowwill pop up and show the output from GSSort. The output will also be logged to"log�le". Note: YOU MUST RELOAD THE SHARED MEMORY FILE AGAINAFTER A RESTART OF THE GSSORT SORTER TO SEE THE NEW DATA.Examplestartsort("GSSort 3.10.02","gsfma137.hat","gsfma137.log")� stopsort()Stops GSSort graefully, with a data dump, sorting statis et� killsort()Stops GSSort old (KILL -9)� update()Signals GSSort to update the shared memory. ROOT does not onstantly updatethe map �le, so you need to ask the sorting engine to update the map �le so thatwe an display the latest data in rootn.exe. See setdumpinterval for automatiupdates. 12



� setdumpinterval(dt)Instruts GSSort to set the time between automatially updating the shared mem-ory (or disk�le) to dt minutes.Examplesetdumpinterval(5)ask GTSort/GSSort to update the map �le every 5 minutes.� zapall()zaps all spetra in the shared memory. This ommand has no e�et if you are justlooking at an old map �le, i.e., not sorting.� zap("spname")zaps spetrum "spname" in shared memory. This ommand has no e�et if youare just looking at an old map �le, i.e., not sorting.� printevents(numberOfEvents)print events in the sorting window. Good for debugging eletronis or just see thatthe events are ok.� setbeta(beta)hange the beta value in the sort (on the y). After the hange, you will want touse the zap ommand.� zapounters()Tells GSSort to zap its ounters so it is easier to see if there are problems with thedata as it is oming in right now.� ;� ;� sload("name")load (or rather attah) the shared memory "name" to the rootn.exe session. Itwill do a lose() �rst. Set "name" to whatever you alled the shared memory mapusing the 'sharedmem' hatsript option.NOTE: whenever you restart your sorting program [stopsort(), startsort("","","")℄,you must do an sload again or you will be looking at old stu�...� dload("name")read the root disk �le with alled "name" into the rootn.exe session. It will do alose() �rst. 13



� dmake("name")reate root disk �le "name", It will do a lose() �rst.� lose()will lose the shared memory or disk�le� mkanvas()set up "1" anvas with useful properties. If an old one exists, it will be deletedbefore a new anvas is set up. The name of the anvas will be "1".� ls()list the spetra available in the rootn.exe shared memory or disk �le.� d1("name",lo,hi)display 1D spetrum between lo and hi hannels. Destroys old displayed spetrum.� d1o("name",lo,hi)as d1() but does not destroy old displayed spetrum. I.e., it will overlay thespetrum.� md1("List","GenNam",xmin,xmax[,wait℄)utility to overlay many spetra. "List" ontains a list of the module numbers to dis-play in the format shown in the example below. "GenNam" is the generi name ofthe spetra, I.e., in the example below, the spetra will be: ehi005,ehi007,ehi008,ehi009,et. xmin and xmax are the display limits to use.Examplemd1("7-9,11-52,54-57,59-109","tge",3700,4200,0);The y sale is set by the �rst spetrum (so make sure that one has ounts). <br>The meaning of wait is wait=0: don't wait; true overlay; wait=1: overlay, but youmust hit return for every spetrum; wait=2: display eah spetrum learing everytime (movie like display); wait=3: as 2, but you hit return for eah spetrum;Note: the overlay options: wait=0 and wait=1 an be quite slow if you display alot of spetra. The 'movie' versions of the example above:md1("7-9,11-52,54-57,59-109","tge",3700,4200,2);is muh faster.� showlimitsshows that x and y limits are set for 1D displays� setxlimits(lo,hi)set the x limits from lo to hi 14



� unsetxlimitsset x limits to 'auto'� setylimits(lo,hi)set the y limits from lo to hi� unsetylimitsset y limits to 'auto'� d2("name",xlo,xhi,ylo,yhi)display 2D spetrum between lo and hi hannels indiated.� ft1("name",lo,hi,p1)�t a single peak, at hannel p1, with a quadrati bakground between the limitsof lo and hi. You must display the spetrum �rst using the d1() ommand. Thisfuntion is not muh more than a prototype at the moment, it needs more workto be really useful. We also need to be able to �t more than one peak.� pjx("2Dname","proname",lo,hi)projet on the x-axis from 2D histogram "2Dname" with y-axis gate between loand hi. Final spetrum is alled "proname"� pjy("2Dname","proname",lo,hi)projet on the y-axis from 2D histogram "2Dname" with x-axis gate between loand hi. Final spetrum is alled "proname"� gate("name","pname",p1,w1,bf)extrat a gate from lo=p1-w1 to hi=p1+w1 on the gamma-gamma matrix alled"name" and subtrat "bf" fration of the total projetion. Write the result intospetrum "pname". If bf=1.0, the resulting spetrum will have no net ounts. Ifbf=0.0, the resulting spetrum will not have any bakground subtrated.� wrspe("root name","spe name")write 1D root spetrum spetrum "root name" out in Radford spe format as spe-trum "spe name".� rdspe("spe name","root name")read "spe name" 1D spetrum in Radford spe format into root as spetrum "rootname".� rdmat("name")read a matrix in Torben mat format into root.15



� tgealign("old","new",pos,w1)�nd the germanium time o�sets to line up all peaks in position "pos". "old" is thename of the �le that ontains the urrent o�sets and "new" is the name of the newo�set �le. "w1" is the number of hannels around the maximum hannel used to�nd a mean position of the time peak. If "old" is set to "DUMMY", no old �le isread in and the o�sets are assumed to be zero.� tbgoalign("old","new",pos,w1)�nd the BGO time o�sets to line up all peaks in position "pos". "old" is the nameof the �le that ontains the urrent o�sets and "new" is the name of the new o�set�le. "w1" is the number of hannels around the maximum hannel used to �nd amean position of the time peak. If "old" is set to "DUMMY", no old �le is readin and the o�sets are assumed to be zero.� ehialign(oldf, newf, kevh, sgain, w1, soure)�nd the germanium hires energy alibration parameters using a 207Bi soure foralibration (Energies: 569.702 keV and 1063.662 keV). "oldf" is the old alibra-tion parameter �le and "newf" is the �le to whih the new alibration parametersare written. "kevh" is the desired gain in kev/h. "sgain" is the gain that youspei�ed in the GSSort hat�le with "hiresdatamult". "w1" is the number of han-nels around the max hannel of the peaks that you want to use to de�ne a meanposition of the two soure peaks (typially 2-3). Soure must be one of "207Bi","60Co" or "88Y".examplesehialign("DUMMY","x.al",0.666666666, 0.66666666, 6, "207Bi")ehialign("/sga/on�g/urrent ehi.al","x.al",0.666666666, 0.66666666, 6, "207Bi")ehialign("/sga/on�g/urrent ehi.al","/sga/on�g/urrent ehi.al",0.666666666, 0.66666666,6, "207Bi")� eloalign(oldf, newf, kevh, w1, soure)�nd the germanium lores energy alibration parameters using a 207Bi soure foralibration (Energies: 569.702 keV and 1063.662 keV). "oldf" is the old alibrationparameter �le and "newf" is the �le to whih the new alibration parameters arewritten. "kevh" is the desired gain in kev/h. "w1" is the number of hannelsaround the max hannel of the peaks that you want to use to de�ne a mean positionof the two soure peaks (typially 2-3). Soure must be one of "207Bi", "60Co" or"88Y".� esidealign(oldf, newf, kevh, w1, soure)�nd the germanium side hannel energy alibration parameters using a 207Bisoure for alibration (Energies: 569.702 keV and 1063.662 keV). "oldf" is the16



old alibration parameter �le and "newf" is the �le to whih the new alibrationparameters are written. "kevh" is the desired gain in kev/h. "w1" is the numberof hannels around the max hannel of the peaks that you want to use to de�nea mean position of the two soure peaks (typially 2-3). Soure must be one of"207Bi", "60Co" or "88Y".examplesesidealign("DUMMY","eside.al",2.5, 1.0, 6, "207Bi")� del("name")delete a TH1D (1 dimensional) spetrum. If it resides in shared memory theutility quietly ignores you sine you annot delete shared memory spetra frominside rootn.exe.� add1("h1","h2",af)add TH1D (1 dimensional) spetrum "h2" to "h1". If "h1" does not exist, it willbe reated with the same x-axis as "h2". Optionally 'af' an be spei�ed as thefator to multiply "h2" with before addition (this allows for subtration of spetrausing negative 'af' values). Use del("h1") to delete "h1" �rst if you want to addup from srath.� version()display rs version number of sr �le� mk2dwin(histname)display the 2D histogram "histname" and allow the user to reate a 2Dwindow(bananagate) on it. Use "save2dwin" to save the 2dwin.� save2dwin(winname)save the 2Dwindow (bananagate) reated with "mk2dwin" to a �le so that it anbe read by GSSort and used to gate spetra. "winname" is both the disk�le nameas well as the 2dwin name.� d2dwin(winname,hist)utility to display the 2dwin "winname" on top of the 2D histogram "hist". The2dwin is read from the disk�le "winname".� lsroot�le(histname)list the ontent of a root�le. Will also list the ontent of a 2dwin �le; but it annotlist the ontent of a shared memory map �le.17



� on�rm()funtion used to temporary halt exeution in a sript �le. E.g., to make a numberof 2d windows and write them out you an have a sequene of ommands like:<br>mk2dwin(histname);on�rm();save2dwin(winname);........ ....oops, this doesn't workyet. Not sure why!� ;� ;� ;� ;10 User inlude �lesTo failitate the user being able to add their own sorting ode to GTSort/GSSort, anumber of inlude �les are embedded in the GTSort ode. If you adhere to the pratieof keeping your own ode additions in these �le you will be able to feth and use a newversion of the oÆial GTSort ode (with bug �xes and improvements) without muhtrouble.Searh for inlude points asgrep -n "#inlude " G?Sort.xx | grep User11 Todo list1. add external data proessing2. add pseudo vetor proessing (wait for external data)3. oinidene events!?: done in GTSort or proessor farm?? need better data fordevelopment4.5.6.12 Mis. 18
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